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Abstract. Reactive magnetron sputtering was used to deposit YxAl1-xN thin films, 0≤x≤0.22,
onto Al2O3(0001) and Si(100) substrates. X-ray diffraction and analytical electron microscopy
show that the films are solid solutions. Lattice constants are increasing with Y concentration, in
agreement with ab initio calculations. Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements reveal a band
gap decrease from 6.2 eV (x=0) down to 4.5 eV (x=0.22). Theoretical investigations within the
special quasirandom structure approach show that the wurtzite structure has the lowest mixing
enthalpy for 0≤x≤0.75.
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I. Introduction
In the view of recent interest of alloying group IIIA and IIIB nitrides we present a study on AlN-rich
YxAl1-xN thin films. Previous reports on this compound are limited to YN-rich bulk Y-Al-N [1]. AlN
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has a hexagonal wurtzite structure and is a wide band gap (6.2 eV) piezoelectric polar material with
various electroacoustic and optoelectronic applications such as piezoelectric active layer in thin-film
bulk-acoustic resonator structures (TFBARs). It is chemically and high-temperature stable, and is
known for its low acoustic losses, high Q values as well as the highest piezoelectric constant
(e33=1.46 C/m2) among group III nitride semiconductors [2]. Recently, studies on alloying AlN with
ScN reported a significant increase in the piezoelectric response and electromechanical coupling [3-8].
In comparison to ScN, YN is not as well investigated. Its ground state has a B1 (rock-salt) structure with
a recently reported indirect band gap of 0.498 eV [9], in comparison to previously calculated theoretical
values of 0.54-0.85 eV [10,11]. In contrast to the chemically-stable ScN, when subjected to moist air
YN reacts and forms oxide-hydroxides YOOH [12], hence thin films of YN require a capping layer to
avoid this effect [13]. With the exception of wurtzite YxIn1-xN [9], Y has mostly been used in nitrides to
phase-stabilize cubic Cr-Al-Y-N coatings [14,15] and to promote the oxidation resistance of Ti-Al-N
hard coatings [16]. YN was also suggested as a buffer layer for GaN epilayers [17].

II. Experimental details
In this work ab initio calculations of the mixing enthalpies and lattice parameters of cubic (NaCl, B1),
hexagonal layered (Bk) and wurtzite (B4) YxAl1-xN solid solutions were carried out within a densityfunctional theory (DFT) framework. The alloys were modeled at the compositions x=0.125, 0.25, 0.375,
0.5, 0.625, 0.75, and 0.875 according to the special quasirandom structure (SQS) method [18] using 128
atoms supercells. In the case of cubic SQS-structures, only the internal positions were relaxed for each
volume to find the equilibrium lattice spacings and zero-pressure enthalpies. For the layered hexagonal
and wurtzite structures, the internal positions and the cell shapes were relaxed for every volume. These
two structures were prepared with the same atomic positions in the SQS-supercells with the exceptions
of a shift in the relative metal and nitrogen sublattices and different initial guesses of the c/a parameter:
1.1 for the Bk and 1.5 for the B4 structure. The projected augmented wave (PAW) method within the
Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [19-21] was used together with the Perdew,
Burke, Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (PBE-GGA) as the exchange-correlation
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functional [22]. A 3x3x3 Monkhorst-Pack [23] k-mesh and an energy cutoff of 400 eV were used in all
calculations.
In parallel, ternary 300 nm thick YxAl1-xN films with x=0, 0.04, 0.13, and 0.22 at heater temperatures of
500, 700, and 900 °C were prepared on Al2O3(0001) and Si(100) substrates by magnetically unbalanced
reactive DC magnetron sputtering in a mixed Ar/N2 plasma discharge in a UHV chamber [24] with a
base pressure <4x10-6 Pa and a process pressure of 0.66 Pa. Two separate elemental targets: 75 mm
diameter 99.9999% pure Al and 50 mm diameter 99.99% pure Y were used in a constant power mode.
The relative amounts of Y and Al were controlled by the relative applied target power while keeping the
total power at 350 W. During growth, -30 V dc substrate bias was applied. Thermal degassing at the
selected growth temperature was performed for 1 h and the targets were clean-sputtered for 3 minutes in
pure Ar and 3 minutes in Ar/N2 atmosphere prior to deposition. To avoid oxygen contamination, a 5 nm
capping layer of AlN was deposited at room temperature at 1.33 Pa of N2 and floating potential.
Composition and impurity levels were determined by time of flight energy elastic recoil detection
analysis (ToF-E ERDA) using a primary ion beam of 40 MeV 127I9+ performed at the Tandem
Laboratory in Uppsala, Sweden. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements
were done using X’pert Pro and Empyrean MRD diffractometers from PANalytical. Spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE) was performed using a Variable Angle J. A. Woollam ellipsometer. Data were
collected at room temperature, in the 1-6.5 eV energy region with a step of 0.01 eV, at incidence angles
of 65° and 75°. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high angle annular dark field HAADF(S)TEM imaging, and (S)TEM-EDX elemental mapping were performed in the doubly corrected
Linköping FEI Titan3 60-300, operated at 300 kV. For the (S)TEM-EDX measurements, a ~3 Å electron
probe was used.

III. Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the calculated mixing enthalpies for wurtzite YxAl1-xN for 0<x<0.875, cubic for 0<x<1,
and layered hexagonal for 0.5<x<1. The mixing enthalpies are positive with respect to the parent binary
systems (YN, AlN) for all three structures suggesting that alloying would result in a metastable material
with an intrinsic driving force towards clustering and phase separation. It is noted that the wurtzite
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phase is favored with respect to the cubic phase for Y content in the range 0<x<0.75 and layered
hexagonal phase in the range 0.5<x<0.875. The crossing point between wurtzite and cubic phases
occurs at higher Y content than what was obtained for Sc content of x=0.6 in ScxAl1-xN [25]. Comparing
YxAl1-xN with the previously studied ScxAl1-xN system [25,26], the presented alloys display
considerably higher mixing enthalpies. Since Sc and Y share a similar electronic bonding behaviour, the
larger volume difference between YN and AlN as compared to that between ScN and AlN is likely to be
the major contributor to this finding. Calculations of the mixing enthalpy for the B1 and B4 phases of
YAlN have previously been done by Rovere et al. [15]. The differences are that we additionally
consider the Bk phase which has a lower energy minimum compared to wurtzite in pure YN, and use
larger supercells with a more accurate description of the configurational disorder between Y and Al. As
a consequence, we find the crossing point where the cubic phase becomes lower than the wurtzite to be
at a Y-content of x=0.75 while in Ref. [15] it was suggested to be as high as x=0.875.

Figure 1. Ab initio calculated mixing enthalpies for wurtzite (B4), layered hexagonal (Bk), and cubic (B1)
crystal structures for 0≤x≤1 YxAl1-xN.
ToF-E ERDA was performed on YxAl1-xN/Si samples. All samples are stoichiometric with (Al+Y)/N
ratio being 1, levels of Y and Al being constant throughout the film with x=0, 0.04, 0.13, and 0.22, with
an accuracy of 3%. Below the initial surface oxide layer the samples contain 1-2 at.% O, 0.5 at.% F, and
traces of C. For samples with x=0.22, trace amounts of Ar, W, and Fe are also seen. The O-rich surface
layer is of similar thickness in all YxAl1-xN films. In general, the amount of contaminants is proportional
to the Y fraction in the film; this suggests that the main sources of contaminations are the Y elemental
target and Y acting as a getter for residual gasses in the chamber [17].
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XRD θ/2θ scan results for the YxAl1-xN samples deposited at T=700 °C are displayed in Figure 2 (a). At
x=0.04 the 0002 peak intensity is comparable to the pure AlN (x=0) sample, but with increasing Y
concentration the intensity is dropping and the peak position is shifting consistently towards lower 2θ
values. No peaks corresponding to cubic YN were observed. The XRD peak intensity increased with
increased growth temperature for all studied concentrations, results for x=0.13 grown at T=700 and
900 °C are displayed in Figure 2 (b). Pole figure measurements (not shown) indicate a c-axis oriented
film with an epitaxial relationship to the substrate in the case of x≤0.13 at T=900 °C and polycrystalline
film in the case of T=700 °C. The improved crystalline quality differs from our observations for the
ScAlN thin films [6], where increased deposition temperature degraded the crystalline quality and
resulted in a separation into ScN-rich and AlN-rich domains for samples grown at T=800 °C. This
suggests that the diffusivity of Y atoms is slower then Sc in or on AlN. While the increased growth
temperature improves the Y mobility and promotes crystallization, T=900 °C is not enough for
segregation of YN-rich domains with up to x=0.22.

Figure 2. X-ray diffraction pattern on a logarithmic scale for (a) YxAl1-xN samples with x=0, 0.04, 0.13,
and 0.22 deposited at T=700 °C, and (b) x=0.13 deposited at T=700 and 900 °C.
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Results from the measurements of the lattice constants together with theoretical calculations are
presented in Figure 3 (a) and (b). The ionic radius of Y is larger than Al, which can explain the increase
in lattice constants with increased Y concentrations. The crystalline quality of samples with x=0.22 was
not sufficient to get accurate experimental results. The small overestimation of the calculated lattice
parameters as compared to the measured values is a well-known effect of the PBE-GGA functional [27].
However, the shift is small and the c/a ratio, linearly interpolated between the considered compositions
x=0.00, x=0.125, and x=0.25, corresponds well to the experimental data, summarized in Table 1. The
consistency between calculated and measured lattice spacings, and their change with composition
confirms the formation of solid solutions.

Figure 3. Ab initio calculated (black line+square) and experimentally obtained (red triangle) lattice
constants (a) c, (b) a for the wurtzite structure YxAl1-xN. The lines are guides for the eye.
Cross sectional samples with x=0.13 grown at T=700 and 900 °C were investigated by (S)TEM. STEM
imaging of the films reveal a columnar appearance (Figure 4 (a) and (b)). STEM-EDX elemental
mapping across the columns revealed no segregation into Al- and Y-rich domains (not shown). Dark
field (DF) TEM show a fine columnar microstructure near the substrate interface which coarsens with
film thickness in the T=700 °C sample. For the increased growth temperature, the fine features extend
further into the film, with eventual coarsening (Figure 4 (c) and (d)). Selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) patterns exhibit arc-like features for the T=700 °C sample indicating a polycrystalline material
with slight variations in orientation (Figure 4 (e)). By increasing the growth temperature to T=900 °C
the SAED pattern exhibit nearly discrete diffraction spots and an alignment of the c-axis with the
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growth direction (Figure 4 (f)). Nanodiffraction experiments (not shown) for the samples deposited at
T=700 °C reveal no changes in the diffraction pattern going from the interface towards the top of the
film, while for T=900 °C diffraction spots are sharper closer to the interface. HRTEM imaging reveals
that the fine features are all (0001) oriented, but azimuthally twisted with respect to each other. Forming
these fine structures is a way for the film material to relax into a metastable state. Apparently, with
increasing film thickness, this further relaxes into the columnar polycrystalline structure.

Figure 4. Cross-sectional STEM, dark field TEM and SAED images of Y0.13Al0.87N thin films deposited
at 700 °C: (a), (c), (e), and 900 °C: (b), (d), and (f), respectively.
The ellipsometry data of the YxAl1-xN/Si samples deposited at 700 °C were analyzed using a layered
model and the YxAl1-xN film was parametrized using a standard dielectric function model with a Cauchy
term and a Lorentzian oscillator, more details can be found elsewhere[28]. The data analysis renders the
complex dielectric function of YxAl1-xN and the band gap energy of the YxAl1-xN is then extracted from
the Lorentzian energy position. The extracted value of the AlN band gap is 6.2 eV, which is in excellent
agreement with values for high-quality single-crystal material [29]. The analysis indicates that the band
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gap of YxAl1-xN is direct for the studied compositional range and the results are presented in Figure 5
and Table 1. The band gap energy of YxAl1-xN decreases with increasing Y composition as expected for
a solid solution. Our electronic structure calculations confirm that Y-addition introduces states in the
band gap of w-AlN, decreasing its value while still preserving the overall semiconducting character.
However, due to well-known underestimations of band gaps in standard DFT approximations, further
investigations are needed for a quantitative theoretical analysis.

Figure 5. YxAl1-xN direct band gap energies (red triangle) determined from the SE analysis for Y content
x=0, 0.04, 0.13, and 0.22. The dashed line is a guide for the eye.
Table 1. Direct band gap Eg, measured lattice constants aexp and cexp, experimental (c/a)exp and linear
interpolation between theoretical (c/a)calc at x=0, 0.125, and 0.25, for YxAl1-xN thin films.
x in YxAl1-xNEg (eV)cexp (Å)aexp (Å)(c/a)exp (c/a)calc
0

6.2

4.98

3.11

1.60

1.63

0.04

5.9

4.99

3.14

1.59

1.6

0.13

5.3

5.04

3.20

1.57

1.58

0.22

4.5

IV. Conclusions
In conclusion, polycrystalline c-axis oriented wurtzite structure YxAl1-xN thin films with x=0, 0.04, 0.13,
and 0.22 can be deposited using reactive magnetron co-sputtering from elemental Al and Y targets in
Ar/N2 discharge. Calculations show large positive mixing enthalpies for all investigated phases, wurtzite
being the lowest for 0<x<0.75. The compositional homogeneity of films with linear increase in lattice
constants with x supports a solid solution, attributed to the quenched diffusion of Y. Experimentally
determined lattice constants match well with theoretical predictions. The crystalline quality of the films
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is, however, degrading with increasing concentration of Y. Increasing the growth temperature improves
the crystalline quality due to higher adatom mobility. Optical characterization confirms a solid solution
and suggests YxAl1-xN to be a direct band gap semiconductor with Eg=4.5 eV at x=0.22.
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